
Arkansas Scholarship Lottery is launching Szrek2Solutions’ Automated Trusted Draw 
Solution     

The Arkansas Scholarship Lottery (ASL) and Szrek2Solutions (Szrek) announce that ASL is 
launching Szrek’s Trusted Draw 360 Electronic Draw Solution. Trusted Draw 360 will provide 
automated random number generation for ASL’s main lottery games, including Cash 3, Cash 
4, and the Natural State Jackpot lotto game. The Lottery has selected an automated draw 
solution from Szrek, due to its reliability and security. Lottery Director Eric Hagler says, “The 
Arkansas Scholarship Lottery executive team saw a distinct benefit in moving to an automated draw 
system. We selected Szrek2Solutions as our vendor due to their significant experience with such 
systems.”  

The Szrek draw system in an automated configuration will simplify and streamline ASL’s 
Lottery operations, guarantee draw continuity under all conditions, and ensure draw integrity. 
Szrek2Solutions has been providing automated draw systems since 2005 and has a perfect track 
record regarding availability and reliability of draws. “We’ve always been a strong advocate 
of automated draw solutions where draws are triggered automatically. This eliminates the need 
for staff to perform draws, simplifies operations, and lowers costs.”  Helena Pereira, Vice 
President, Szrek2Solutions.   

The Trusted Draw system ensures cryptographic randomness of all draw results and draw 
nonrepudiation: as part of the random number generation, it creates proof of draw integrity, 
which is verified by the Trusted Audit system. The audit platform mathematically proves 
integrity of these random numbers and the associated game data. Any integrity issues that may 
happen due to hardware deterioration, software errors, or potential fraud will be detected. This 
will enable the Arkansas Scholarship Lottery to prove integrity of the draw results and draw 
process for every draw, immediately after, or any time later.   

About Szrek2Solutions  

Szrek2Solutions is a major supplier of state-of-the art RNGs and electronic draw systems for 
lotteries worldwide. Since 2005, Szrek has provided RNG solutions for all lottery games – 
from raffle or 2nd chance, to daily and weekly draws, to instant wins, and frequent draws games 
- to leading vendors and lotteries. Szrek’s RNG solution with audit verification has been 
patented in the US and internationally, and the RNG has been certified numerous times by 
several labs worldwide.   

Headquartered in Rhode Island, USA, with a European office in Portugal, Szrek’s customers 
include, in addition to Arkansas Scholarship Lottery, Florida Lottery, IGT Corporation, Iowa 
Lottery, Loterie Nationale (Luxemburg), ITHUBA Holdings (South Africa), Texas Lottery, 
Sisal SpA (Italy), ONCE (Spanish Lottery for the Blind), and Scientific Games International.  

About Arkansas Scholarship Lottery  
 
More than 92 cents of every dollar of ASL revenue goes to prizes, scholarships, retailer 
commissions and other expenses in Arkansas. Since 2009, the lottery has raised more than $1 
billion in proceeds for scholarships. More than 600,000 college scholarships have been 
awarded to Arkansans. The lottery has awarded more than $3.4 billion in prizes to players, 
more than $295 million in retailer commissions and provided more than $139 million in state 
and federal tax revenue. 
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Follow the Arkansas Scholarship Lottery on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. 
Visit MyArkansasLottery.com for more information on scholarships, winners, games, odds, 
promotions – and to join The Club for free. To hear winning numbers, call the Winning 
Numbers Hotline at 501-682-IWON (4966). To get help with problem gambling, contact the 
National Problem Gambling Helpline at 1-800-522-4700. 
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